Nobel Lecture, May 29, 1959 .
The Nobel Statutes of 1900 charge each prize-winner to give a public lecture in Stockholm within six months of Commemoration Day. That I have fully used this margin is not altogether ingenious, since it furnishes a pleasant occasion to revisit my many friends and colleagues in your beautiful city during its best season.
The charge might call for a historical account of past "studies on genetic recombination and organization of the genetic material in bacteria", studies in which I have enjoyed the companionship of many colleagues, above all my wife. However, this subject has been reviewed regularly (36, 37, 38, 41, 42, 45, 49, 54, 55, 58) and I hope you will share my own inclination to assume a more speculative task, to look at the context of contemporary science in which bacterial genetics can be better understood, and to scrutinize the future prospects of experimental genetics.
The dispersion of a Nobel award in the field of genetics symbolizes the convergent efforts of a world-wide community of investigators. That genetics should now be recognized is also timely -for its axial role in the conceptual structure of biology, and for its ripening yield for the theory and practice of medicine. However, experimental genetics is reaching its full powers in coalescence with biochemistry: in principle, each phenotype should eventually be denoted as an exact sequence of amino acids in protein (79) and the genotype as a corresponding sequence of nucleotides in DNA (a, 63). The precise demarcation of genetics from biochemistry is already futile: but when genetics has been fully reduced to its molecular foundations, it may continue to serve in the same relation as thermodynamics to mechanics (69) . The coordination of so many adjacent sciences will be a cogent challenge to the intellectual powers of our successors. From (13) .
That bacteria and their genetics should now be so relevant to general biology is already a fresh cycle in our scientific outlook. When thought of at all, they have often been relegated to some obscure byway of evolution, their complexity and their homology with other organisms grossly underrated. "Since Pasteur's startling discoveries of the important role played by microbes in human affairs, microbiology as a science has always suffered from its eminent practical applications. By far the majority of the microbiological studies were undertaken to answer questions connected with the well-being of mankind" (30) . The pedagogic cleavage of academic biology from medical education has helped sustain this distortion. Happily, the repatriation of bacteria and viruses is only the first measure of the repayment of medicine's debt to biology (6, 7, 8) .
Comparative biochemistry has consummated the unification of biology revitalized by Darwin one hundred years ago. Throughout the living world we see a common set of structural units -amino acids, coenzymes, nucleins, carbohydrates and so forth -from which every organism builds itself. The same holds for the fundamental process of biosynthesis and of energy metabolism. The exceptions to this rule thus command special interest as meaningful tokens of biological individuality, e. g., the replacement of cytosine by hydroxymethyl cytosine in the DNA of T2 phage (12) .
Nutrition has been a special triumph. Bacteria which required no vitamins had seemed simpler than man. But deeper insights (32, 61) interpret nutritional simplicity as a greater power of synthesis. The requirements of more exacting organisms comprise just those metabolites they can not synthesize with their own enzymatic machinery. b. One might be tempted to write: "One DNA molecule = one gene." However, the quanta of factorial genetics, based on mutation, recombination and enzymatic function are all smaller than the DNA unit of molecular weight ~ 6 x 10 6 (4).
Species differ in their nutrition
There is increasing evidence that such a molecule is a natural unit rather than an artefact of fragmentation (64) .
To reinforce this conclusion, HERSHEY and CHASE (23) proved that the genetic element of a bacterial virus is also DNA. Infection of a host cell requires the injection of just the DNA content of the adsorbed particle.
This DNA controls not only its own replication in the production of new phage but also the specificity of the protein coat, which governs the serological and host range specificity of the intact phage.
At least in some small viruses, RNA also displays genetic functions.
However, the hereditary autonomy of gene-initiated RNA of the cytoplasm is now very doubtful -at least some of the plasmagenes that have been proposed as fulfilling this function are now better understood as feedback-regulated systems of substrate-transport (65, 72, 81) .
The work of the past decade thus strongly supports the simple doctrine that genetic information is nucleic, i. e., is coded in a linear sequence of nucleotides. This simplification of life may appear too facile, and has furnished a tempting target for agnostic criticism (37, 41, 44, 74). But, while no scientific theory would decry continual refinement and amplification, such criticism has little value if it detracts from the evident fruitfulness of the doctrine in experimental design.
The cell may, of course, carry information other than nucleic either in the cytoplasm or, accessory to the polynucleotide sequence, in the chromosomes. Epinucleic information has been invoked, without being more precisely defined, in many recent speculations on cytodifferentiation and on such models of this as antigenic phase variation in Salmonella (71, 52, 56, 47) . Alternative schemes have so much less information capacity than the nucleic cycle that they are more likely to concern the regulation of genie functions than to mimic their specificities.
D N A as a Substance
The chemistry of DNA deserves to be exposed by apter craftsmen (86, 31, 13) and I shall merely recapitulate before addressing its biological implications. A segment of DNA is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This shows a linear polymer whose backbone contains the repeating unit: in the code sequence, from three to four nucleins may be needed to spell one amino acid (19) .
While a protein is also defined by the sequence of its monomeric units, the amino acids, the protein molecule lacks the "aperiodic crystallinity" Some workers have suggested that RNA is replicated in step (3) concurrently with protein synthesis, in addition to its initiation from DNA.
The chief difference in primary structure between DNA and RNA is the hydroxylation of C´2 in the ribose, so that a reactive sugar hydroxyl is available in RNA. This may prove to be important in the less ordered secondary structure of RNA, and in its function as an intermediary to protein. It remains to be determined whether the aminoacyl nucleotidates are esterified at C´2 or at C´3 which is also available in the terminal residue. From this resume we may observe that the DNA backbone constitutes an inert but rigid framework on which the differential nucleins are strung. Their spatial constraint lends specificity to the pattern of hydrogen bonding exposed at each level. This extended pattern is a plausible basis for replication; it is difficult to visualize any reagents besides other nucleotides to which this pattern would be relevant. These conditions are quite apt for a memory device -rubber and guncotton are poor choices for a computing tape.
D N A and Bacterial Mutation
The ignis fatuus of genetics has been the specific mutagen, the reagent that would penetrate to a given gene, recognize and modify it in a specific way. Directed mutation has long been discredited for higher organisms and the "molar indeterminacy" of mutation established both for its spontaneous occurrence and its enhancement by X-rays (68).
However, the development of resistance apparently induced by drugs revived illusions that bacterial genes might be alterable, an inference that would inevitably undermine the conception of "gene" for these order to count the number of mutants of a given kind, it suffices to plate large numbers of bacteria into selective media and count the surviving colonies which appear after incubation. In this way, mutation rates as low as one per 10 9 divisions can be treated in routine fashion.
Genetic Recombination in Bacteria
The selective isolation of designed genotypes is also the most efficient way to detect genetic recombination. For example, the sexual mechanism of Escherichia coli was first exposed when prototrophic 
Genes and Viruses
Bacteria furnish a unique opportunity to study the genetic relationships with their host cells. Another treasure of strain K-12 was for a time hidden, it carries a temperate phage, λ, which is technically quite favorable for genetic work. In accord with BURNET'S early predictions we had anticipated that the provirus for λ would behave as a give a new approach to this question but has so far been inconclusive.
Another infectious particle that has jumped out of our Pandora's box determines the very capacity of E. coli to function as a male partner in fertilization (51) . For lack of a better inspiration, we call this particle "F". Two kinds of male strains are now recognized according to whether the F particle has a chromosomal or a cytoplasmic location. F + strains, like the original K-12, are highly contagious for F and will rapidly convert populations of female, F-strains in which they are introduced.
Hfr males, on the other hand, have a chromosomal localization of the F factor resulting from occasional transpositions in F+ strains. The different localization of the F particle in the two cases is diagnosed primarily by the behavior of the particle in crosses. In addition, HIROTA and IIJIMA (24) found that the F particle could be eliminated from F+ strains by treatment with acridine dyes. Hfr clones are unaffected by acridine orange, but when they revert to the F+ state, as occasionally happens, the F particle again becomes vulnerable to the dye. The accessibility of extrachromosomal F is paralleled by several other examples of plasmid disinfection (reviewed in 40); perhaps the most notable is the bleaching of green plant cells by streptomycin (17, 76) . No reagent is known to inactivate F or prophage while bound to the chromosome.
The virus λ and the plasmagene F are analogous in many features (28, 48). Their main differences are:
(1) Cytopathogenicity. A bacterium cannot long tolerate λ in its cytoplasmic state and remain viable. The vegetative λ must promptly reduce itself to a chromosomal state or multiply aggressively and lyse the host bacterium. F has no known cytopathic effect.
(2) Maturation. Vegetative λ organizes a protein coat and matures into an infective phage particle. F is known only as an intracellular vegetative element; however, the coat of the F+ cell may be analogous to that of the phage.
(3) Transmission. λ is infective, i. e., forms a free particle which can penetrate susceptible cells. F is transmitted only by cell-to-cell conjugation.
(4) Fixation. λ has a fore-ordained site of fixation on the bacterial chromosome; F has been identified at a variety of sites. However, this difference may be illusory. In special situations, F does have preferential sites of fixation (77), and generally, translocations of F to different sites are more readily discovered than those of λ would be.
(5) Induction. Exposure of lysogenic bacteria to small doses of ultra-violet light causes the prophage to initiate a lytic cycle with the appearance first of vegetative, then of mature phage (62) . Hfr bacteria make no analogous response. However, the kinetics of the reversion, Hfr F+, has not been carefully studied.
The genetic function of bacteriophages is further exemplified by transduction whereby genes are transferred from cell to cell by the intervention of phage particles (42, 91). In our first studies we concluded that the bacterial genes were adventitiously carried in normal phage particles (66, 83, 92) . Further studies favor the view that the transducing particle has a normal phage coat but a defective phage nucleus. This correlation has suggested that a gene becomes transducible when a prophage segment is translocated to its vicinity (2, 9, 60).
Transduction focuses special attention on the phenomenon of specific pairing of homologous chromosome segments. Howsoever a transduced gene is finally integrated into the bacterial genome, at some stage it must locate the homologous gene in the recipient chromosome. For in transduction, as in sexual recombination, new information is not merely added to the complement; it must also replace the old. This must involve the confrontation of the two homologues prior to the decision which one is to be retained. Synapsis is even more, puzzling as between chromosomes whose DNA is in the stabilized double helix and then further contracted by supercoiling. Conceivably gene products rather than DNA are the agency of synaptic pairing.
The integration of a transduced fragment raises further issues (41).
The competing hypotheses are the physical incorporation of the fragment in the recipient chromosome, or the use of its information when new DNA is replicated. The same issues still confound models of crossing over at meiosis in higher forms; once again the fundamentals of chromosome structure are needed for a resolution.
Virus Versus Gene
The homology of gene and virus in their fundamental aspects makes' their overt differences even more puzzling. According to the simplest At the present time, no other self-replicating polymers are known or understood. Nevertheless, the nucleic system illustrates the basic requirements for such a polymer. It must have a rigid periodic structure in which two or more alternative units can be readily substituted. It must allow for the reversible sorption of specific monomers to the units in its own sequence. Adjacent, sorbed monomers must then condense to form the replica polymer, which must be able to desorb from the template. Primitively, the condensation must be spontaneous but reliable. In DNA, the sorption depends on the hydrogen bonding of nuclein molecules constrained on a rigid helical backbone. This highly specific but subtle design would be difficult to imitate. For the more primitive stages, both of biological evolution and of our own experimental insight, we may prefer to invoke somewhat cruder techniques of complementary attachment. The simplest of these is perhaps the attraction between ionic groups of opposite charge, for example, NH 3 + and COO -which are so prevalent in simple, organic compounds. If the ingenuity and craftmanship so successfully directed at the fabrication of organic polymers for the practical needs of mankind were to be concentrated on the problem of constructing a self-replicating assembly along these lines I predict that the construction of an artificial molecule having the essential function of primitive life would fall within the grasp of our current knowledge of organic chemistry.
Conclusions
The experimental control of cellular genotype is one of the measures of the scope of genetic science. However, nucleic genes will not be readily approached for experimental manipulation except by reagents that mimic them in periodic structure. Specifically induced mutation, if ever accomplished, will then consist of an act of genetic recombination between the target DNA and the controlled information specified by the reagent. Methods for the step-wise analysis and re-assembly of nucleic acids are likely to be perfected in the near future in pace with the accessibility of nucleic acid preparations which are homogeneous enough to make their use worth-while. For the immediate future, it is likely that the greatest success will attend the use of biological reagents to furnish the selectivity needed to discriminate one among innumerable classes of polynucleotides. Synthetic chemistry is, however, challenged to produce model polymers that can emulate the essential features of genetic systems.
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